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Abstract:

Language processing in all its manifestations i.e. reading, speaking and
listening is a thoroughly probabilistic and anticipatory process. These processes often
involve dynamic interactions between purely linguistic events and other cognitive
processes such as attention and memory. For example, morphological markers in
inflectional languages can trigger anticipatory processing leading to lower fixation
durations or reading times on upcoming constituents in eye tracking studies. Similarly
these bound morphemes can also lead to rapid activations of lexical knowledge during
spoken sentence processing. Eye tracking studies, with both reading and spoken
language processing, show immediate use of morpho- syntactic knowledge in shifts of
visual attention as well as memory retrieval in languages that are inflectional. Thus,
phonological knowledge dynamically interacts with morpho-syntactic processes during
parsing. Studies with Hindi speaking literate and illiterate subjects, using eye movement
monitoring , show that probabilistic processing in Hind is dependent on morphosyntacic knowledge to a significant extent. Morphosyntactic markers that indicate
different case structures or ergativity are basically realized through phonology. Thus,
rapid sequencing of sounds plays an equally important role in parsing morphosyntactic
information, such as gender related information. I will present eye tracking data from
both reading and spoken sentence processing that demonstrate the causal role that
morpho-syntactic processing plays in parsing. The talk will also examine implications of
such findings for other populations - those who may show a deficit in probabilistic
parsing of morpho-syntactic information.

